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We study global existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic behavior, as time tends
to infinity, of weak solutions to the system of nonlinear thermoviscoelasticity.
Various boundary conditions are considered. It is shown that for any initial data
(u0 , v0 , %0) # L_W 1, _H 1 there is a unique global solution (u, v, %)=(deforma-
tion gradient, velocity, temperature) such that u # C([0, ], L), v # C((0, ),
W 1, ) & L([0, ), W 1, ), % # C([0, ), H1). The constitutive assumptions for
the Helmholtz free energy include the models for the study of phase transition
problems in shape memory alloys.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with global existence, uniqueness, and asymp-
totic behavior, as the time tends to infinity, of weak solutions to the system
of one-dimensional nonlinear thermoviscoelasticity.
The referential (Lagrangian) form of the balance laws of mass, momentum,
and energy for one-dimensional materials with reference densities *0=1
can be written as
ut&vx=0, (1.1)
vt&_x=0, (1.2)
(e+ 12v
2)t&(_v)x&qx=0, (1.3)
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while the second law of thermodynamics is expressed by the Clausius
Duhem inequality
’t+\q%+x0. (1.4)
Here u, v, _, e, ’, % and q denote deformation gradient (strain), velocity,
stress, internal energy, specific entropy, temperature and heat flux, respec-
tively. We assume that the reference configuration is the unit interval
[0, 1].
For one-dimensional, homogeneous, thermoviscoelastic materials, inter-
nal energy, stress, entropy and heat flux are given by the following con-
stitutive relations
e=e^(u, %), _=_^(u, %, vx), ’=’^(u, %), q=q^(u, %, %x), (1.5)
which, in order to comply with (1.4), must satisfy
_^(u, %, 0)= u(u, %), ’^(u, %)=& %(u, %), (1.6)
(_^(u, %, w)&_^(u, %, 0))w0, q^(u, %, g)0, (1.7)
where =e&%’ is the Helmholtz free energy.
The following assumptions are made on our model:
(i) The material has viscoelastic damping of rate type, i.e.,
_=

u
++vx . (1.8)
with constant +>0.
(ii) We assume that the heat flux q is proportional to %x ,
q=k%x , (1.9)
with constant k>0.
(iii) Concerning the Helmholtz free energy , in order to include
models for the study of phase transition problems in shape memory alloys,
we assume (see [7]) that
(u, %)=&cv% ln %+c1%+F1 (u)%+F2(u), (1.10)
with positive constants cv , c1 and smooth functions F1 , F2 . Notice that
e=&%=cv%+F2(u).
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Thus the system (1.1)(1.3) turns out to be
ut&vx=0, (1.11)
vt&( f1(u)%+f2(u)++vx)x=0, (1.12)
cv%t&%f1(u)vx&+v2x&k%xx=0, (1.13)
where f1=F$1 , f2=F$2 and _ is given by
_=f1(u)%+f2(u)++vx . (1.14)
(iv) Concerning f1 , f2 , we assume that there are two constants
u& , u+, u&<u+ such that
f1(u), f2(u)<0 as uu& ,
(1.15)
f1 (u), f2(u)>0 as uu+.
In particular, our model includes the model for the study of phase transi-
tion problems in shape memory alloys in which
F1(u)=u2 , F2(u)=u6&c2u4&c3 u2, c2 , c3>0. (1.16)
This assumption indicates that the free energy density is not a convex func-
tion of the strain u; in fact, the free energy may have up to three minima,
corresponding to the austenitic and the two martensitic phases.
The equations (1.11)(1.13) are supplemented by the following boundary
conditions
%x=0, for x=0, 1 (1.17)
and
_=0, for x=0, 1 (1.18)
or
v=0, for x=0 and _=0, for x=1, (1.19)
as well as by the initial conditions
u | t=0=u0 , v | t=0=v0 , % | t=0=%0 (1.20)
for which we assume that
(v) u0 # L, v0 # W 1, , %0 # H1 with %0>0, for x # [0, 1].
Before stating and proving our results, let us first recall the related results
in the literature. Dafermos [5], Dafermos 6 Hsiao [6], and Jiang [10]
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proved the global existence of classical solutions to the system of
(1.1)(1.3) for a class of solidlike materials. For the model in shape
memory alloys, Niezgo dka 6 Sprekels [12] proved the local existence of
solutions in the weak sense. Later on the uniqueness and the global exist-
ence were proved by Hoffmann 6 Zheng [8], and Niezgo dka, Zheng 6
Sprekels [13]. In these papers a viscous term for the temperature is intro-
duced for the energy equation. For the case that at both ends the rod is
clamped we refer to Chen 6 Hoffmann [4]. We also refer to Sprekels 6
Zheng [17] and Hoffmann 6 Zochowski [9] for the global existence
results for the model in shape memory alloys with the Helmholtz free
energy density being a potential of LandauGinzburg form. As shown in
Luo’s thesis [11], the asymptotic behavior of smooth solutions as time
tends to infinity has been investigated for a special class of solidlike
materials in which e=cv% and F2#0. On the other hand, Andrews [2],
Andrews 6 Ball [3] and Pego [14] considered the purely viscoelastic case.
Motivated by the observation that different phases can coexist in the
material, they proved, among other things, that if the initial data for u, the
strain, are in L, then such smoothness will persist for all time and even-
tually, as Pego proved, as time tends to infinity, u will converge in the
sense of almost everywhere in x to an L function. Such a discontinous
stationary solution represents phase transitions in the material.
Notice that for the shape memory alloys, the two different phases,
namely the martensitic and austenite twins can coexist (see Sprekels 6
Zheng [17] and the reference cited there). The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the phase transition problem in nonlinear thermoviscoelasticity
by extending the results by Andrews, Andrew 6 Ball and Pego to the
thermoviscoelastic cases. In what follows we consider the problem with the
boundary conditions (1.19). The case of the boundary conditions (1.18) can
be treated similarly. We now define the weak solution to the problem
(1.11)(1.13), (1.17), (1.19), (1.20):
Definition 1.1. We say that (u, v, %) with u # C([0, ), L), v # C((0, ),
W 1, ) & L([0, ), W 1, ), % # C([0, ), H1), ut # L([0, ), L),
x1 v dx # W
1, ([0, ), L), %x # L2([0, ), H1), %t # L2([0, ), L2) is a
weak solution to the above initial boundary value problem if the equation
(1.1) is satisfied in the distribution sense, and for any T>0 and . # H1(0, 1),
. |x=0=0, w # L2([0, T], H 1), the following holds:
&|
1
0 \|
x
1
v dy+ t .x dx+|
1
0
_.x dx=0,
(1.21)
|
T
0
|
1
0
((cv%t&f1(u) %vx&+v2x)w+k%xwx) dx dt=0.
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The boundary condition v |x=0=0 and the initial conditions (1.20) are
satisfied.
Now we can state our main theorem
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the assumptions (i)(v) are satisfied. Then
there exists a unique global weak solution (u, v, %) to the problem (1.11)
(1.13), (1.17), (1.19), (1.20) such that u # C([0, ), L), v # C((0, ),
W1, ) & L([0, ), W1, ), % # C([0, ), H1), ut # L([0, ), L),
x1 v dx # W
1, ([0, ), L), %x # L2([0, ), H1), %t # L2([0, ), L2) with
%>0 for all (x, t) # [0, 1]_[0, ). Moreover, as time t  ,
(i) &v(t)&H1  0,
(ii) &%x(t)&L 2  0, &%(t)&% (t)&L   0,
where % (t) :=10 %(x, t) dx.
(iii) &_(t)&L2  0.
If additionally F2=0, then we can draw more conclusions,
(iv) "%(t)&Ecv"L  0, (1.22)
where E :=10 (cv%0+
1
2 v
2
0)(x) dx.
(v) There is a function u # L such that u(x, t)  u , a.e. in [0, 1].
Moreover, f1(u)=0, a.e. in [0, 1], i.e., u is a stationary state.
Remarks. 1. Our results (iv) and (v) are improvements of correspond-
ing results stated in Luo’s thesis [11] in which for general F1 weaker
results were obtained.
2. A nonhomogeneous boundary condition _=P=const, as studied
in [14] can be considered too, provided f 2 defined by f 2(u) :=f2(u)&P
satisfies (1.15), e.g. if f2(u) tends to \ as u  \. This modification
does not change the equations but makes the boundary condition
homogeneous.
3. In the general case F2{0, the question whether u and % will con-
verge to a stationary solution remains open. It would not be surprising if
the situation in shape memory alloys, in which the phase transition is
induced by change of temperature, was very different from the case F2#0
in which the phase transition is purely mechanical. Numerical experiments
carried out in the paper [1], in which an artificial viscosity was introduced
during calculation, nourish the conjecture that u and % might remain
bounded, but oscillate for all times.
The main difficulties for proving Theorem 1.1 are due to the fact that the
energy equation (1.13) is highly nonlinear by the presence of the nonlinear
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terms %f1(u)vx and +v2x , not being considered in [2, 3, 14]. Since we work
with weak solutions, we combine the energy method with the technique
used by Andrews and Pego to obtain delicate estimates in W 2,  instead of
Ho lder estimates as in [5, 6, 10]. To study the asymptotic behavior, we
combine a basic lemma in analysis given in Shen 6 Zheng [15] with the
technique by Pego. This also makes the improvement with respect to [11]
possible.
In Section 2 we shall discuss the local well-posedness. In Section 3 the
global existence and uniqueness is proved, and in Section 4 the asymp-
totic behavior is investigated. The notation in this paper will be as follows:
LP, 1p, Wm, , m # N, H1#W 1, 2, H 10=W 1, 20 denote the usual
(Sobolev) spaces on (0, 1); & }&B denotes the norm in the space B,
& }& :=& }&L 2 ; C k(I, B), k # N0 denotes the space of k-times continuously dif-
ferentiable functions from I/R into a Banach space B, C(I, B) :=C0(I, B),
analogously: L p(I, B), 1p, t or ddt or a subscript t and x or a
subscript x denote the derivative with respect to t and x, respectively.
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE
The well-posedness of our problem is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let assumptions (i)(v) be satisfied. Then there exists
t0=t0(&u0&L  , &v0&W 1,  , &%0&H1)>0 and a unique local solution (u, v, %)
such that u # C([0, t0], L), v # C((0, t0 ], W1, ) & L([0, t0], W 1, ),
% # C([0, t0], H 1), ut # L([0, t0], L), x1 v dx # W
1, ([0, t0], L), %x #
L2([0, t0], H1), %t # L2([0, t0], L2) to (1.11)(1.13) satisfying the initial and
boundary conditions (1.20) and (1.17), (1.18) or (1.19), respectively, in the
weak sense defined in the previous section.
Proof. We use a transform going back to Pego [14] and Andrews [2].
Let
p(x, t) :=|
x
1
v( y, t) dy, q :=+u&p. (2.1)
Then ( p, q, %) should satisfy
pt&+pxx&f1 \p+q+ + %&f2 \
p+q
+ +=0, (2.2)
qt=&f1 \p+q+ + %&f2 \
p+q
+ + , (2.3)
cv%t&k%xx&f1 \p+q+ + %pxx&+p2xx=0, (2.4)
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with the initial conditions
p0 :=p | t=0=|
x
1
v0( y ) dy # W 2, , q0 :=q | t=0=+u0&p0 # L,
% | t=0=%0 (2.5)
and the boundary conditions
p=0, for x=0, 1 (2.6)
or
px=0, for x=0, p=0, for x=1, (2.7)
and
%x=0, for x=0, 1. (2.8)
Thus, we look for a weak solution ( p, q, %) to (2.2)(2.8) with
p # C((0, t0], W2, ) & L([0, t0], W 2, ) & C([0, t0], W 2, r)
for any r>0,
pt # C((0, t0], L) & L) & L([0, t0], L) & L2([0, t0], H 1 ), (2.9)
q # C1([0, t0 ], L), % # C([0, t0], H 1) & L2([0, t0], H2),
%t # L2([0, t0], L2)
such that (2.2), (2.3) are satisfied in the distribution sense; the initial
conditions and boundary conditions (2.5)(2.7) are satisfied; for any
w # L2([0, T], H 1),
|
T
0
|
1
0 \\cv%t&f1 \
p+q
+ + %pxx&+p2xx+ w+k%xwx+ dx dt=0. (2.10)
It is easy to see that if (u, v, %) in the stated class is a weak solution to the
problem (1.11)(1.13), (1.17)(1.20), then ( p, q, %) is a weak solution in the
stated class to the problem (2.2)(2.8) and vice versa. Therefore, it suffices
to prove the local existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to the
problem (1.11)(1.13), (1.17)(1.20). In the sequel we assume without loss
of generality that
+=cv=k=1. (2.11)
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Following Andrews [2], if we denote by G1=G1(x, y, t) the Green
function for
wt&wxx=0 (2.12)
and the boundary condition (2.6) or (2.7) and by G2=G2(x, y, t) the
Green function for (2.12) and the boundary condition (2.8), then the
problem (2.2)(2.8) can be equivalently converted into the following
integro-differential equations
p(x, t)=|
1
0
G1(x, y, t) p0( y ) dy+|
t
0
|
1
0
G1(x, y, t&s) h1( p, q, %)( y, s) dy ds
(2.13)
q(x, t)=q0(x)&|
t
0
h1( p, q, %)(x, s) ds, (2.14)
%(x, t)=|
1
0
G2(x, y, t) %0( y ) dy+|
t
0
|
1
0
G2(x, y, t&s) h2( p, q, %)( y, s) dy ds,
(2.15)
where
h1( p, q, %) :=f1( p+q) %+f2( p+q),
h2( p, q, %) :=f1( p+q) %pxx+p2xx .
The integro-differential equations (2.13)(2.15) can be solved in the space
Y :=[( p, q, %) | p # C((0, t0], W 2, ) & L([0, t0 ], W 2, ) & C([0, t0],
W2, r), r>0 arbitrary, q # C([0, t0], L), % # C([0, t0], H 1 )]
(2.16)
by iteration if t0 is sufficiently small. In order to prove that
Y % ( p , q , % ) [ ( p, q, %),
where ( p, q, %) is given by (2.13)(2.15) with h1 , h2 replaced by h 1=
h1( p , q , % ), h 2=h2( p , q , % ), defines a contraction in Y for sufficiently small
t0>0, from which the local existence and uniqueness follows, energy
estimates and delicate estimates in W 2,  are needed in the spirit of
Andrews’ paper [2]. Since similar and more delicate arguments for the a
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priori estimates will be displayed in the next two sections, we can omit the
details here to finish the sketch of the local existence theorem. Finally,
more regularity, namely that pt # C((0, t0], L) & L([0, t0], L) &
L2([0, t0], H1), q # C1([0, t0], L), % # L2([0, t0], H2 ), %t # L2([0, t0], L2)
follows from the usual bootstrap argument.
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
In order to prove the global existence stated in Theorem 1.2, we shall
prove the boundedness of
&u(t)&L  , &v(t)&W 1,  , &%(t)&H 1
for the local situation given by Theorem 2.1, uniformly in t, i.e., inde-
pendent of t0 . This will be done in a series of Lemmata leading to the
desired a priori estimates. The letter C will denote various constants not
depending on t, but at most on the initial data. Since % describes the
absolute temperature, we expect % to be positive since min %0>0. This is
proved in the following strong maximum principle for H 1-solutions.
Lemma 3.1. Let (u, v, %) be the local solution according to Theorem 1.1,
let
c0 := min
x # [0, 1]
%0(x)>0. (3.1)
Then %>0 in [0, 1]_[0, t0].
Proof. The following proof is due to N. Kenmochi in a private com-
munication. It is easy to see that % satisfies in the distribution sense
%t&%xx+c%=g (3.2)
and the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions with
c :=f1(u)vx , g :=v2x0.
By the definition of a weak solution, c is a bounded function.
(i) Assume
&bc0 (3.3)
for some constant b0.
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Multiplying (3.2) by (%&c0)& , the negative part of %&c0 , and inte-
grating with respect to x yields
1
2
d
dt
&(%&c0)&&2+&(%&c0)&x&2+|
1
0
c(%&c0)2& dx
=|
1
0
( g&cc0)(%&c0)& dx0.
Hence
1
2
d
dt
&(%&c0)&&2&b &(%&c0)& &20
whence
&(%&c0)&&2e2bt &(%0&c0)& &2=0.
Thus
%c0>0.
(ii) If (3.3) is not satisfied, we consider the corresponding equation
for
% (x, t) :=e*t%(x, t)
where
*sup c.
Applying (i) to % , we obtain
%(x, t)e&*tc0>0.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.2.
&%(t)&L 1+&v(t)&L2+&px(t)&L 2C, \t>0. (3.4)
Proof. Integrating (1.3) with respect to x yields
|
1
0
(%+ 12v
2)(t) dx+|
1
0
F2(u) dx=|
1
0
(%0+ 12v
2
0) dx+|
1
0
F2(u0) dx (3.5)
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which implies, using (1.15),
&%(t)&L 1+&v(t)&L2C.
Since px=v and p=0 at x=1, we also obtain
&p(t)&L C.
Thus the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.3.
&u(t)&L C, \t>0. (3.6)
Proof. Since u=p+q and p is bounded in L by Lemma 3.1, it suffices
to prove that q is uniformly bounded. This can be seen by imitating the
reasoning by Pego [14] as follows:
By assumption (1.15), we have
f1(u), f2(u)<0 as u>M,
f1(u), f2(u)>0 as u<&M,
where
M :=max[ |u+ |, |u& |].
Since %>0 by Lemma 3.1, we conclude
f1(u)%+f2(u)<0 as u>M,
f1(u)%+f2(u)>0 as u<&M.
Therefore, there exists an invariant region for the ordinary differential
equation (for any x fixed)
qt=&f1( p+q) %&f2( p+q)
(cf. Lemma 2.1 in [14]), which yields the boundedness of &q(t)&L  . Thus
the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.4.
|
1
0
|
1
0 \
v2x
%
+
%2x
%2+ dx d{C, (3.7)
|
t
0
&v&2 d{|
t
0
&v&2L  d{C. (3.8)
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Proof. Multiplying (1.13) by %&1 and integrating over [0, 1]_[0, t]
yields
|
1
0
(ln %&F1(u))&|
t
0
|
1
0 \
v2x
%
+
%2x
%2+ dx dt=C. (3.9)
Multiplying (3.9) by &$, 0<$<1, then adding up with (3.5) and using
Lemma 3.3, we obtain (3.7). Finally, (3.8) follows from (3.7) and
|v(x, } )| } |
x
0
vx( y, } ) dy }\|
1
0
% dx+
12
\|
1
0
v2x
%
dx+
12
if v=0 at x=0.
If the boundary condition _=0 at x=0, 1 is considered, v0 is assumed
to be normalized by changing the variable v into v&10 v0 dx such that
|
1
0
v0=0
whence
|
1
0
v(t)=0, for all t
by (1.2). Therefore, for any x there exists a z(x) such that
|v(x, } )|= } |
x
z(x)
vx( y, } ) dy }
and the same conclusion holds. Thus the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.5.
&v2(t)&2+&%(t)&2+|
t
0
(&%x&2+&(v2)x&2) dtC, \t>0. (3.10)
Proof. Using (1.12), the equation (1.13) can be written as
\%+v
2
2 + t+f2vx&(_v)x&%xx=0. (3.11)
Multiplying (3.11) by %+(v22) and integrating with respect to x yields
1
2
d
dt "%+
1
2
v2"
2
+|
1
0 \%2x+\%+
v2
2 + f2 ut+(%x+vvx)
_v( f1 %+f2+vx)+vvx%x+ dx=0. (3.12)
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Thus
1
2
d
dt "%+
1
2
v2"
2
+
1
2
&%x&2+|
1
0
(%&% ) f2vx dx+|
1
0
%
d
dt
F2 dx
C(&v&2+&vvx&2+&v&2L  &%&
2), (3.13)
where
% (t) :=|
1
0
%(x, t) dx. (3.14)
We can now deduce that
} |
1
0
(%&% ) f2v2 dx }C |
1
0
|%&% | |%| 12
|vx |
%12
dx
&%&% &L  &%&L 1 \|
1
0
v2x
%
dx+
12
C &%x & \|
1
0
v2x
%
dx+
12
= &%x &2+C |
1
0
v2x
%
dx (3.15)
with small constant =>0 and
|
1
0
%
d
dt
F2 dx=\E+|
1
0
F2(u0) dx&|
1
0
F2 dx&
1
2
&v&2+ ddt |
1
0
F2 dx
=\E+|
1
0
F2(u0) dx+ ddt |
1
0
F2 dx&
1
2
d
dt \\|
1
0
F2 dx+
2
+
&
1
2
&v&2 |
1
0
f2vx dx. (3.16)
But
}&v&2 |
1
0
f2vx dx }C &v&2 |
1
0
|vx | dx
C &v&2 &%&L 1 \|
1
0
|vx | 2
%
dx+
12
C &v&2 \|
1
0
|vx | 2
%
dx+
12
C &v&4+|
1
0
v2x
%
dx. (3.17)
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Combining (3.12) with (3.15)(3.17) and integrating with respect to t yields
&%+ 12 v
2&2+|
t
0
&%x&2 d{C \1+|
t
0
&vvx&2 d{+|
t
0
&v&2L  &%&
2 d{+ . (3.18)
It follows from equation (12) that
d
dt
&v&4L 4+&vvx&
2C(&v&2+&v%&2),
or
&v&4L4+|
t
0
&vvx&2 d{C \1+|
t
0
&v&2L  &%&
2 d{+ . (3.19)
Multiplying (3.19) by a large constant and adding it to (3.18) yields
&%&2+&v&4L4+|
t
0
&%x&2 d{+|
t
0
&vvx&2 dxC \1+|
t
0
&v&2L &%&
2 d{+ . (3.20)
Thus the proof is completed by Gronwall’s inequality and (3.8).
Lemma 3.6.
|
t
0
&pxx&2 d{=|
t
0
&vx&2 d{C, \t>0. (3.21)
Proof. We first prove that
% (t)>C>0. (3.22)
Actually, we deduce from (3.9), Lemma 3.4 and the Jensen inequality for
the convex function &ln that
&ln |
1
0
% dx&|
1
0
ln % dxC.
Thus (3.22) follows. Multiplying (1.13) by % &1 and using the boundedness
of % from above (by Lemma 3.2), we obtain
|
t
0
&vx&2 d{C } |
t
0
|
1
0
%t
%
&
%xx
%
&
f1(u) %vx
%
dx d{ } .
Since
} |
t
0
|
1
0
%t
%
dx d{ }=|ln % (t)&ln % (0)|C
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and
|
1
0
%xx
%
=0,
we obtain
|
t
0
&vx&2 d{C \1+ } |
t
0
|
1
0
f1(u)
%
(%&% ) vx dx d{ }+ } |
t
0
|
1
0
f1(u) vx dx d{ }+
C \1+|
t
0
&%x&2 d{++12 |
t
0
&vx&2 d{+ } |
t
0
d
dt |
1
0
F1(u) dx d{ } .
(3.23)
Thus (3.21) follows from (3.23) and Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.7.
|
t
0
|
1
0
| f1(u)%+f2(u)
=: _1
| 2 dx d{C, \t>0. (3.24)
Proof. Since pt=pxx+_1 , we get
|
1
0
_21 dx=|
1
0
pt _1 dx&|
1
0
pxx_1 dx

1
2 |
1
0
_21 dx+
1
2
&pxx&2+|
1
0
pt( f1(u)(%&% )+f1(u)% +f2(u)) dx
=
1
2 |
1
0
_21 dx+
1
2
&pxx&2+|
1
0
pxx f1(u)(%&% ) dx
+|
1
0
_1 f1(u)(%&% ) dx+|
1
0
pt( f1(u)% +f2(u)) dx

3
4
&_1&2+C(&pxx&2+&%x&2)+|
1
0
pt \ f1(u)
} \E+|
1
0
F2(u0) dy&|
1
0
F2 dy&
1
2
&v&2++f2(u)+ dx

7
8
&_1&2+C(&pxx&2+&%x&2+&v&2)
+
d
dt |
1
0 \ p \E+|
1
0
F2(u0) dy + f1(u)&pf1 |
1
0
F2 dy+pf2(u)+ dx.
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Therefore, integrating with respect to t and using Lemmata 3.43.6 com-
pletes the proof.
Lemma 3.8.
&%x(t)&2+|
t
0
&%t&2 d{C, (3.25)
&pxx(t)&L C, \t>0. (3.26)
Proof. We first prove that
&pxx(t)&2LC \1+ max0{t &%({)&2L +\|
t
0
&%t({)&2 d{+
34
+ . (3.27)
Actually, by (2.13) we have
pxx=|
1
0
G1 p0yy dy+\|
t
0
|
1
0
G( } , t&{) _1({) dy d{+xx
=|
1
0
G1 p0yy dy&_1(t)+|
1
0
G1( } , t) _1(0) dy
+|
t
0
|
1
0
G( } , t&{)(_1){ dy d{.
Let
‘(x, t) :=|
t
0
|
1
0
G(x, y, t&{)(_1){ ({) dy d{.
Then ‘ satisfies
‘t&‘xx=(_1)t=( f $1(u)%+f $2(u))vx+f1(u)%t .
Thus
1
2
d
dt
&‘x&2+&‘t&2
1
2
&‘t &2+C(&vx&2+&%&2L &vx&
2+&%t &2)
which implies
&‘x&2+|
t
0
&‘t &2 d{C \1+ max0{t &%&2L +|
t
0
&%t&2 d{+ . (3.28)
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On the other hand,
1
2
d
dt
&‘&2+&‘x&2=|
1
0
‘(_1)t dx=
d
dt |
1
0
‘_1 dx&|
1
0
‘t_1 dx.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.7,
1
2 &‘&
2&|
1
0
‘_1+|
t
0
&‘x&2 d{|
t
0
&‘t &&_1& d{
\|
t
0
&_1 &2 d{+
12
\|
t
0
&‘t&2 d{+
12
C \|
t
0
&‘t &2 d{+
12
.
Since we also have &_1&C, we obtain using (3.28)
&‘(t)&2C+C \|
t
0
&‘t&2 d{+
12
C \1+ max0{t &%&L+\|
t
0
&%t&2 d{+
12
+ .
This implies
&‘&2L&‘x&&‘&C \1+ max0{t &%&32L +\|
t
0
&%t &2 d{+
34
+ .
Thus
&pxx &2L C (&p0xx&
2
L + max
0{t
&_1&2L +&‘&
2
L )
C \1+ max0{t &%&2L +\|
t
0
&%t&2 d{+
34
+
which proves (3.27).
On the other hand, multiplying (1.13) by %t and integrating with respect
to x yields
1
2
d
dt
&%x&2+&%t&2=|
1
0
p2xx %t dx+|
1
0
f1(u) %pxx%t dx
&pxx &L  &%t &&pxx &+C &pxx &&%t&&%&L 

1
2
&%t &2+C &pxx&2 (&pxx&2L +&%&2L ).
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Hence
&%x&2+|
t
0
&%t&2 d{
C (1+ max
0{t
&pxx&2L + max
0{t
&%&2L ) |
t
0
&pxx&2 d{
C \1+ max0{t &%&2L+\|
t
0
&%t&2 d{+
34
+
where we used (3.27). With the help of the Gagliardo and Nirenberg
inequality
&%&L C (&%x&23 &%&13L 1 +&%&L1 )
and Lemma 3.2, we obtain
&%x&2+|
t
0
&%t&2 d{C \1+ max0{t &%x&43+\|
t
0
&%t&2 d{+
34
+ .
Using the Young inequality, we get
max
0{t
&%x&2+|
t
0
&%t&2 d{C
which proves (3.25).
Now (3.26) follows from (3.25), (3.27). Thus the proof is complete.
The global existence result in Theorem 1.2 now follows from Lemma 3.4
and Lemma 3.8.
Remark. It can also be proved that
vt # L2([0, ), L2), (3.29)
which implies that _ # L2([0, ), H1 ), hence _=_(x, t) is continuous in x for
almost all t0. The proof of (3.29) can be taken from a forthcoming paper by
Shen, Zheng, 6 Zhu [16], where clamped boundary conditions are considered.
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
In this section we shall prove the results on the asymptotic behavior of
solution given in Theorem 1.2. A convergence symbol ‘‘  ’’ is to be under-
stood as t  . We shall make use of the following basic lemma from
Shen 6 Zheng [15]:
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Lemma 4.1 [15]. Suppose y and h are nonnegative functions on (0, ),
y$ is locally integrable, and y, h satisfy
\t0: y$(t)A1 y2(t)+A2+h(t), (4.1)
\T>0: |
T
0
y({) d{A3 , |
T
0
h({) d{A4 , (4.2)
with A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 being positive constants independent of t and T. Then for
any r>0
\t0: y(t+r)\A3r +A2r+A4+ eA 1A 2 . (4.3)
Moreover,
lim
t  
y(t)=0. (4.4)
Lemma 4.2.
&v(t)&=&px(t)&  0, (4.5)
&_1 &  0. (4.6)
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have
|

0
&v&2 d{C
and
1
2
d
dt
&px&2+&pxx &2
1
2
&pxx &2+
1
2
&_1&2.
Thus the assertion follows from 3.7 and Lemma 4.1. Notice that
1
2
d
dt
&_1&2=|
1
0
_1(( f $1(u)%+f $2(u))vx+f1(u)%t) dx
&_1&2+C(&vx &2+&%t&2). (4.7)
Thus (4.6) follows from Lemmata 3.63.8 and Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3.
&pt&  0, (4.8)
&pxx&  0, &_&  0. (4.9)
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Proof. Differentiating (2.2) with respect to t, then multiplying it by pt
and integrating with respect to x yields
1
2
d
dt
&pt&2+&pxt &2=|
1
0
( pt(( f $1%+f $2)vx+f1%t)) dx
&pt &2+C(&pxx&2+&%t &2).
Thus (4.8) and (4.9) follow from Lemmata 3.53.8 and Lemmata 4.1, 4.2.
Lemma 4.4.
&%x(t)&  0, (4.10)
&%(t)&% (t)&L   0. (4.11)
Moreover, if f2=0,
"%(t)&Ecv"L  0. (4.12)
Proof. Since
1
2
d
dt
&%x &2+&%t&2=|
1
0
p2xx%t dx+|
1
0
f1(u) %%t pxx dx

1
2
&%t &2+&pxx&2L  & pxx&2+C &pxx&2.
The Lemmata 3.5, 3.8 and 4.1 yield (4.10).
By the Poincare inequality and (4.10), we conclude that
&%(t, } )&% (t)&L C &%x(t)&  0. (4.13)
If f2=0, we deduce the assertion (4.12) from (4.13), Lemma 4.2 and
%(t)=
E
cv
&
1
2
&v(t)&2.
Finally, we consider the asymptotic behavior of u.
Lemma 4.5. If f2=0, then u(t)  u almost everywhere in x, where
u # L with
f1(u)=0, almost everywhere in x. (4.14)
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we have
&p(t)&L   0
and we can carry over the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.5 from Pego
[14] on ordinary differential equations.
Fix x # [0, 1]. Since q is bounded, there exist
q

:=lim inf
t  
q(x, t), q :=lim sup
t  
q(x, t).
Suppose q

<q and let q0 # (q

, q ). Then there exist two sequences t\i  
such that q(x, t\i )=q0 and
qt(x, t+i )0qt(x, t
&
i )
for all i. Since
qt(x, t\i )=&f1( p(x, t
\
i )+q0) %(x, t
\
i ),
we find, using (4.12), that
f1(q0)=0. (4.15)
Now we conclude as in [14] that for q(t) # (q

+=, q &=) and large t,
qt(t)=0, since p(t)  0, which is a contradiction if q

<q . Thus we conclude
that
q(t)  q :=q

=q
and q satisfies (4.15). This completes the proof.
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